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Abstract 

In 2019, human race again came across a highly transmittable and pathogenic viral infection viz. 

COVID-19 and along with its pandemic nature, caused severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), and owes its 

emergence from the local seafood market of Wuhan city, China. Corona virus is currently prevalent all over the 

world wherein it caused infection in more than 1,30,000 individuals worldwide with mortality rate nearby 3% in 

approximately 120 countries within a short span of time and the infection due to this virus is still on a higher 

verge. Apart from this as per WHO report on air pollution revealed around 2.4 and 2.2 million deaths in South 

East Asian and Western Pacific regions respectively. Both conditions are deadly in their respective prospects, 

although lockdown, preventive measure which avoid spreading of COVID-19 infection, indirectly lead to 

significant drop down in air pollution globally. However, this effect is not permanent and it is for being a time 

but it develops a hope that together we can fight against both.  
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I. Introduction 

Today in all over the world, one name is to resound, COVID-19, which caused by novel corona virus 

SARSCoV-2 or 2019- nCoV, originating in Wuhan, China [1], infected more than 50,0 823,62,600people and 

around 40,598 deaths in more than 120 countries, globally. On 30
th

January2020, World Health Organisation 

(WHO) has declared public health emergency of international concern. According to WHO reports of 01 April, 

2020 stated that in Western Pacific Region 106,422 confirmed cases (1,554 new) 3,701 deaths (30 new), 

European Region 464,212 confirmed cases (40,266) 30,089 deaths (3,395 new), South-East Asia Region 5,175 

confirmed cases (960 new) 195 deaths (29 new), Eastern Mediterranean [2] Region 54,281 confirmed  cases 

(3,932 new) 3,115 deaths (161 new), Region of the Americas 188,751 confirmed cases (25,737 new) 3,400 

deaths (564 new) and African Region 4,073 confirmed cases (287 new) 91 deaths (14 new). However, in India, 

according to the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare (MoHFW) total 5734, COVID-19 confirmed cases, 

and 166 deaths have been reported in 29 states/union territories till 9
th

April 2020 [3].  
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Currently, our focus is only on how to stop the spreading of COVID-19 infection and we forget another 

problem named pollution which is equally deadly as COVID-19. As per WHO reports air pollution and UV rays 

affects all in the world, however its impact is around 97 % in low/middle income countries and 49 % in high 

income countries [4,5] which caused deaths of around 7 million people every year globally due to the fine 

particles like PM 2.5 and various harmful gases like NO2, that lead to heart disease, lung cancer, chronic 

obstructive pulmonary and respiratory infections etc. apart from this pollution also showing its harmful effect on 

plants which leads to alteration in phytoconstituents and other therapeutic activities [6]. However, this data 

becomes more destructive in regions wise; Almost 2.4 and 2.2 million deaths were reported in South East Asian 

and Western Pacific regions respectively, Africa bears 980,000 deaths, around 475,000 deaths in Eastern 

Mediterranean region, 348,000 deaths in Europe and 233,000 deaths in Americas were reported in a year. Now, 

on the basis of above data we can say that pollution is much deadly as compare to COVID-19.  

 

II. Impact of COVID-19 on Air quality  

Novel coronavirus infection creaks the health care system worldwide but it temporarily also clears the 

environment. However, a study has been carried out by the researchers of Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public 

Health in 3,080 counties, comparing the fine particulate matter level (PM 2.5)/ air pollution with coronavirus 

death and stated that the people living in high population areasare on high risk of death/died as compared to 

who’s live in less polluted areas[7]. Although this deadly situation caused a stir in the whole world, but we 

know that “Every cloud has a silver lining”. This has been proved by the data released by NASA's pollution 

monitoring satellites and various scientific reports, detected significant decreases air pollution (nitrogen dioxide 

level, CO2 levels, Water pollution and PM 2.5 level) around the world.  

Marshall Burke, environmental economist of Stanford University, California, observed drop of air 

pollution in various parts of China and stated that dropdown in pollution saved more lives exceed COVID-19 

deaths in China. Based on the collected[8] data Burke also says that lives of 4,000 children age less than 5 years 

and 73,000 adults over 70 year age in China saved by two months of pollution reduction.   

The satellite data obtained from Tropomi instrument on the Copernicus Sentinel-5P satellite[9] over 

northern Italy from 01 January to 11 March 2020, showed large drop in air pollution (specifically nitrogen 

dioxide) due to complete lockdown shown in Fig. 1.   

 

Fig. 1. Italy Nitrogen Dioxide level from A) 01 January 2020 B) 11 March 2020 
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According to a survey conducted by the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB), Delhi, India 

remarkable improvement has been observed on 06 April, 2020, in the Delhi and NCR regions with 35-40% drop 

down in PM-10 and PM-2.5 levels in 21 days lockdown[10], which is satisfactory level as per System of Air 

Quality and Weather Forecasting and Research (SAFAR) shown in Fig. 2. 

Apart from this, residents of Jalandhar, Punjab statesof India could saw the unexpected view of 

Dhauladhar mountain range, Himachal Pradesh, India by naked eyes on Friday[11], after one week lockdown 

imposed on the March 24, 2020 midnight in India shown in Fig.2.     

Fig. 2. A) Showed Clean Sky of Delhi- NCR     B) Naked eye view of HP Mountains 

 

III. Discussion and Conclusion 

Currently, almost every country has taken precaution to avoid spreading the COVID-19 and lockdown 

is the best weapon till date available to fight against this deadly viral infection. Although COVID-19 is 

dangerous to humans, its sacred method called lockdown helps in the rebirth of nature. However, such effects 

are for the time being but raise the question, can we together make it permanent.  COVID-19 an epidemic 

condition provides us an opportunity to think about our motherland and nature. Now it’s depends upon us 

weather we take it as a fortuity to rebirth our nature or just skip it, as we did always. 
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